Exponential fitting of postextrasystolic potentiation may underestimate the cardiac Ca2+ recirculation fraction: a theoretical analysis.
The recirculation fraction of intramyocardial Ca(2+) (RF) has conventionally been obtained from the monotonic decay of postextrasystolic potentiation (PESP). The used assumption is that the decay is exponential. However, we have found that PESP usually decays in alternans even at spontaneous heart rates (>100 beats/min) in excised, cross-circulated canine heart preparations under normal coronary perfusion and normothermia. We have already devised a means of extracting the exponential decay component for RF calculation by subtracting the oscillatory component from the alternans PESP decay by a curve-fitting method. Using mathematics, we assessed the possible error in estimated RF when an exponential curve was naively fit to the alternans PESP decay. We obtained results showing that the exponential assumption may considerably underestimate RF even when the alternans is trivial with the oscillatory component of only 10% of the exponential component.